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The question of ontology, as Quine presented it, could be expressed in three words: 

“What is there?” (1953/2001, 1). But even if we accept this as the question to be answered in 

ontology,1 other difficult questions remain. Is this a worthwhile question to pursue in ontology? 

And how should we pursue it—how should we conceive not just of the question of ontology, but 

of the project of ontology?  

Let us begin with the second question. Those who think that the question of ontology is 

‘What is there?’ generally do not take their goal as simply to generate a list or inventory, and 

tend to deny that answers are easy to come by. Instead, the project has been thought of as a 

matter of determining what entities we should or must ‘posit’ as part of a best total explanatory 

theory. As a result, it has become common to treat whether or not the alleged entities add 

explanatory power to our theories as a central criterion in determining whether to accept them; 

we ask whether Ps would have any explanatory power, as (at least partial) grounds for answering 

the ontological question about whether there are Ps. Sometimes metaphysical ‘posits’ are alleged 

to explain certain facts or observations (such as why the red barn and the red house have 

something in common, or why it is true that grass is green). In other places, they are taken to 

explain norms, such as why we should act in certain ways (because this is dictated by the moral 

facts), or why we should theorize using some concepts rather than others (because these concepts 

pick out the natural properties and relations).  

Many have found this conception of the project of ontology tempting, since it seems to 

lend a sort of scientific respectability to metaphysics. The thought is supposed to be that, just as 

we can have reasons to accept (or reject) the existence of a new planet, fundamental particle, or 

microbe given the explanatory power it brings (or fails to bring) to a relevant scientific theory, so 

can we have reason to accept (or reject) metaphysical ‘posits’ such as universals or natural 

properties, based on the explanatory power they add (or fail to add).2 Of course, it is contested 

whether contributing explanatory power (or other theoretic virtues) licenses us in positing 

unobservable entities even in science. But let’s put that to the side and ask instead: Is addition of 

explanatory power a legitimate criterion for accepting or rejecting entities in ontology (assuming 

it is in empirical matters)? More broadly, is it legitimate to think of the project of ontology as an 

 
1 As several other contributions to this volume show, even this much is no longer taken for granted, as there have 

been several other suggestions regarding what the question of ontology is, or should be. Whether we should 

reconceive of the project of ontology (no longer thinking of it as determining what there is) of course hinges on the 

prospects for the Quinean view. I will focus on the prospects for that approach here, noting only that if we have 

reason to abandon it, that will provide impetus to investigate other suggestions about what the question of ontology 

should be. 
2 Along these lines, Stathis Psillos treats as “the only workable criterion of reality” that “something is real if its 

positing plays an indispensable role in the explanation of well-founded phenomena” (2005, 398). 
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explanatory project in which we aim to say what there is by determining what we must ‘posit’ as  

in our best explanatory theories?  

I will argue that the answer is ‘No’. I will begin by going back to Quine, who insisted that 

meanings and properties would not add any explanatory power, and should be rejected. I will 

argue that Quine is right that meanings and properties do not add explanatory power to his 

imaginary opponent McX’s view. I will argue, moreover, that this is typical wherever reference 

to certain entities can be introduced via trivial or ‘easy’ inferences from claims we already 

accept.3 This might lead one to ask whether we should accept that there are such legitimate 

‘easy’ inferences—elsewhere (2015) I have argued at length that we should. But the deeper point 

here is that, once we ask why language should have the built-in capacity for redundancy that 

makes ‘easy’ inferences possible, we can begin to see why the demand for additional explanatory 

power is entirely out of place. Thus, I will argue, if our goal is to answer the question ‘What is 

there?’ we should not pursue it via a project that aims to ‘posit’ only those entities that contribute 

‘explanatory power’ to our ‘theories’.  

This brings us back to the first question: Is ‘What is there?’ a deep and interesting 

question for ontology? I will argue that the answer again is ‘no’. I will close with some 

suggestions of where we might better focus our efforts. 

 

1. When ‘positing’ entities does not add explanatory power  

Quine’s official view, of course, is that we are ontologically committed to all and only those 

entities over which we must quantify in our best total explanatory theories. And this, of course, is 

not quite the same as requiring that any given putative (kind of) entity itself contribute 

explanatory power in order for us to posit it (or things of its kind). Perhaps if some total 

explanatory theory that quantified over Ks were sufficiently better—in terms of possessing 

theoretic virtues other than explanatory power—we would have reason to accept it over a rival 

that didn’t quantify over Ks. Nonetheless, it is not unreasonable to move from this to a prima 

facie case for accepting entities (and reducing parsimony) in a theory only if it enables us to 

increase other theoretic virtues (such as explanatory power) in a way that more than compensates 

for the loss in parsimony. 

In any case, Quine himself certainly does make use of the idea that we should appeal to the 

explanatory power to be gained as a crucial criterion for whether or not we should accept that 

entities of a given kind exist. And his use of the idea initiated an extensive tradition in 

metaphysics of arguing for/against certain entities on grounds of their allegedly 

contributing/failing to contribute explanatory power. 

In ‘On What There Is’ Quine appeals to failures to contribute to explanatory power in his 

argument against his imagined opponent McX, who holds that “Ontological statements follow 

immediately from all manner of casual statements of commonplace fact,” so that, for example,  

“There is an attribute” follows from “There are red houses, red roses, red sunsets” (1953/2001, 

10). In response, Quine writes:  

“That the houses and roses and sunsets are all of them red may be taken as ultimate and 

irreducible, and it may be held that McX is no better off, in point of real explanatory 

 
3 Thus it seems to apply to many debates about whether there (really) are properties, numbers, events, fictional 

characters, propositions, etc. Reference to a traditional God, or to libertarian free will, by contrast, plausibly cannot 

be introduced by trivial inferences from uncontroversial claims.   
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power, for all the occult entities which he posits under such names as ‘redness’” 

(1953/2001, 10, italics mine). 

Similarly, in denying that there are meanings, Quine writes that while we may speak of 

utterances as significant or insignificant, synonymous or heteronomous, “…the explanatory 

value of special and irreducible intermediary entities called meanings is surely illusory” 

(1953/2001, italics mine). 

Since Quine, this form of argument has become ubiquitous in metaphysics—both among 

those who accept and those who reject the existence of contested entities. So while Quine rejects 

‘positing’ attributes or meanings on grounds that they would not add any explanatory power, 

others have argued that we must accept the existence of universal attributes to ‘explain’ why 

certain predicates apply to certain individuals (see Katz 1998). This form of argument has come 

to play a crucial role among those who reject (or accept) entities from properties and meanings, 

to moral properties, fictional characters and social groups.  

Quine doesn’t say why he thinks that accepting attributes or meanings would not give 

McX any (additional) explanatory power. So why might one, with Quine, think that such entities 

don’t add explanatory power to McX’s ‘theory’?  

Let us begin by considering ordinary empirical cases in which we think we are justified 

in positing an entity, or a kind of entity, because it would explain certain facts or observations. 

The paradigmatic cases for good inference to the best explanation arguments in ordinary 

empirical and scientific reasoning go like this: If we notice ragged holes in our packets of food 

and tiny feces on the floor, and hear scuffling in the night, we might make an inference to the 

best explanation and hypothesize that there are mice in the pantry, which are the cause of all of 

these observed effects. Doctors often hypothesize about the presence of microbes in the body, as 

the best explanation of various observed symptoms. And Leverrier and Adams (independently) 

famously inferred the existence of a planet beyond Uranus as the best explanation of unexpected 

deviations in Uranus’ orbit. These are classic arguments for positing the existence of something 

in order to explain a phenomenon. And I think Quine is right in suspecting that (even if they are 

good in their home empirical contexts) arguments of this form can’t be used to justify ‘positing’ 

attributes or meanings.  

Since Quine doesn’t say why, let me give some reasons why we might doubt that 

accepting attributes or meanings (as McX does) adds explanatory power.4 McX says that 

statements, say, about the existence of properties “follow immediately from all manner of casual 

statements of commonplace fact,” (1953/2001, p.10). That is, we can apparently derive 

nominative property talk or meaning talk, or come to quantify over properties and meanings (in 

the way that Quine treats as bringing ‘ontological commitment’ to ‘new entities’) by means of 

trivial inferences from sentences that don’t refer to them. So, from ‘the house is red and the barn 

is red’ we can apparently infer ‘the house has the property of redness and the barn has a property 

of redness’ and ‘there is a property of redness that the barn and house have in common’. 

 
4 See Scott Shalkowski (2010) and Juha Saatsi (2017) for other reasons to doubt the appropriateness of inference to 

the best explanation arguments in philosophical ontology, even if we allow them in everyday life and the empirical 

sciences.  
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Similarly: from ‘dog’ means the same as ‘Hund’, we can infer that ‘dog’ has the same meaning 

as “Hund”, and so that there is a meaning the words have in common.5  

But if we are (as McX assumes) entitled to introduce new referring terms for these 

entities by hypostatizations from these simpler sentences, then the entities cannot be used to 

explain why the original sentences are true.6 I would rather not get caught up in debates about 

how to understand explanation in scientific cases, so let me start from a simple and (I hope) 

uncontroversial observation: whatever an explanation is, dormitive virtue ‘explanations’ are not 

genuine explanations. As Moliere’s old joke has it, the doctor offers only the illusion of 

explanation if you ask ‘Why do poppies make us sleepy?’ and the doctor replies, ‘Because they 

have the dormitive virtue’. You don’t need a full-blown theory of explanation to recognize that, 

whatever explanation may be, dormitive virtue explanations are not explanatory. Yet the 

following all follow the pattern of dormitive virtue explanations: ‘The fact that barn is red is 

explained by the fact that there is a property of redness possessed by the barn’, ‘The fact that the 

predicate ‘red’ applies to the barn is explained by the fact that there is a property of redness 

possessed by the barn”, and “‘Dog’ means the same as ‘Hund’” is explained by ‘Dog’ and 

‘Hund’ having the same meaning”. In each case, we introduce a fancier, nominative form of 

speech (referring to a property or meaning), but that cannot serve to provide anything analogous 

to a scientific, causal explanation such as might justify us in positing the explainer.7 Whatever 

explanation may be, to restate a fact in fancier terms is not to explain it.8  

Quine’s McX thought that existence claims followed immediately—perhaps trivially—

from all manner of commonplace fact. And I have aimed to flesh out Quine’s intuition here that 

if we are thinking along McX’s lines, it seems that accepting the existence of properties and 

meanings will fail to add any real explanatory power to our theories.  

The lesson to draw so far is that, if we do take claims that there are properties or 

meanings to follow by simple hypostatizations from claims like ‘the house is red and the barn is 

red’ or ‘“dog” can be translated as “Hund”’, then the relevant entities cannot aid in explaining 

the original facts. Thus far, Quine was right. Nonetheless, as we will see, a deeper understanding 

of easy arguments will also give us reason to think that contribution of novel explanatory power 

was a misguided criterion to begin with.  

 
5 Of course Quine would also reject the idea that there are such conceptual truths or analyticities underlying these 

inferences—but that is not the central point at issue here. Rather, it’s that, if we accept McX’s view, we do (as Quine 

insists) have reason to doubt that the relevant entities could add explanatory power.  
6 At least not in the ordinary scientific or everyday empirical sense of explanation. ‘Explanation’ is a term used in 

many ways. Here I will be concerned only with a sense of ‘explanation’ relevant to our scientific explanations and 

empirical explanations in everyday life—since these are the contexts in which explanatory arguments for the 

existence of something seem relevant. This leaves open that there might be some other sense of ‘explanation’ in a 

metaphysical sense. Such purported ‘metaphysical explanations’, however, aren’t commonly thought to give us 

reason to think that the explainers exist. For example, while some will say that Socrates explains the existence of the 

singleton set {Socrates}, no one thinks that we have reason to posit the existence of Socrates because that would 

provide the best explanation of the existence of the set. 
7 As will become clear later, I don’t mean to suggest that the introduction of these nominal terms, and shift to a 

different grammatical form, serves merely to make the talk (or speaker) sound ‘fancier’. There may be a variety of 

functions served by the change in grammatical form.  
8 Serious metaphysicians typically resist the idea that these are just restatements in alternative grammatical forms. 

But the fact that such trivial inferences are readily permitted in ordinary speech suggests that this does capture the 

introduction rules for the terms in ordinary English, and that those who think more is required are implicitly 

changing the rules. As I have argued elsewhere (2015), pressure may then be put on the serious metaphysician to 

clarify what more is required for the nominative statement to be true, beyond the truth of the uncontroversial 

statement with which we began.  
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2. Should we accept easy inferences to existence? 

This lesson is of wider relevance today, given the recent interest in ‘easy’ ontological 

arguments for the existence of things of various kinds.9 For it reminds us of an important 

consequence of accepting easy arguments: that if you think the existence of certain 

metaphysically controversial entities follows trivially from other (non-controversial) claims, you 

should not think of them as explaining the truth of those claims (or the facts stated in those 

claims).10  

But should we accept that there are such valid ‘easy’ arguments for the existence of 

properties, meanings, and other contested entities? This is of course a controversial matter.11 

Metaphysicians typically reject the trivial arguments. Instead, they think it is a highly non-trivial 

matter whether there are properties, and a non-trivial question whether the best ‘total 

metaphysical theory’ will ‘posit’ Platonic properties, Aristotelian in rebus universals, tropes, or 

some other variant. Some (following Quine (1953/2001), or more recently Williamson (2007)) 

reject altogether the idea that there are analytic entailments.12 Others think it would take 

something like ‘magic’ for there to be analytic entailments that lead to conclusions that 

something (not mentioned in the original claim) exists.13 Still others appeal to long-standing ‘bad 

company’ objections, that allege that the supposedly analytic inferences can lead us to 

contradiction or conflict with known fact.14 

There is not space here to review or respond to all of the reasons given against accepting 

easy arguments. For that I must refer readers to the lengthier discussions in my (2015) and 

(2019). Nonetheless, it may be worth reminding ourselves of the sorts of evidence we can appeal 

to in favor of the idea that there are such trivial entailments.  

What sort of evidence can we give that a conditional of ordinary English is analytic? One 

way to go is to appeal to our common responses and linguistic intuitions: We can (with Schiffer) 

appeal to the felt redundancy of ‘the house is red and the house has the property of redness’. We 

can appeal to our standard epistemic norms, which don’t require further investigation to move 

from ‘the house is red’ to ‘the house has the property of redness’, whereas they do require further 

investigation to move from ‘the house is red’ to ‘the house has a door’. We can (with Strawson 

and Grice (1956)) appeal to the different reactions we might have to someone who said “the 

house is red and it’s not the case that the house has a door” (doubt or disbelief), versus to 

someone who said “the house is red and it’s not the case that the house has the property of 

redness” (bewilderment, not knowing what to make of it). Or we can appeal to our different 

reactions to someone who says, “the house is red, so the house has the property of redness”, 

versus “the house is red, so the house has a chimney” (acceptance versus puzzlement at the non-

sequitur). We could appeal to the way in which we would correct those who violated or denied 

this rule—by aiming understand what they might be trying to say, or attempting to teach them 

the rule, rather than questioning their evidence. We could appeal to the inappropriateness of 

inserting ‘probably’ in the ‘the house is red so the house probably has the property of redness”, 

although such insertions are normally appropriate where mere evidential support is in question 

 
9 See, e.g. Hale and Wright (2001), Schiffer (2003) and Thomasson (2015).   
10 Cf. my (2015, Chapter 3).  
11 For criticisms of easy arguments see, e.g., Yablo (2000), Hofweber (2005), Bennett (2009), Eklund (2009), and 

Evnine (2016).  
12 I respond to these arguments in my 2007, Chapter 2 and 2015, Chapter 7, respectively.  
13 For discussion and response see my (2015, Chapter 6). 
14 For discussion and response, see my (2015, Chapter 8).  
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(“the house is in Vermont so it probably has a pitched roof”). And we can note that these are 

precisely the kinds of clue we use to identify analyticities in other cases—cases metaphysicians 

have not made contentious. And in any case, we can each either do this in the first person, by 

reflection on our own linguistic intuitions (and on the assumption, for each of us, that we are 

reasonably typical competent speakers), or we can engage in empirical analysis or experimental 

work to see how broadly shared these reactions and intuitions are across the linguistic 

community. 

Another point in favor of accepting that property terms, number terms, etc. are introduced by 

these sorts of rules—rules that take us from a non-referring use of a term (‘red’ in an attributive 

use or ‘two’ in a determiner use) to the relevant noun terms—is that it gives us the basis for a 

plausible account of how these terms could be introduced to language, and how the relevant 

entities could be known. That is, it makes clear how we can bridge up from the ‘core language’ 

we use in describing the perceptible world around us to acquire terms (on what Friederike 

Moltmann (forthcoming)  calls the ‘periphery’) for abstract entities, and to acquire knowledge of 

abstracta. If there are easy inferences licensed by introduction rules for the relevant terms, we 

can account for both of these by appealing to how terms for properties, numbers, and the like are 

introduced to the language by way of inferences from ‘core’ parts of language (speaking of two 

red apples) to introduce derivative terms via these rules. But if we deny that there are such rules, 

then it is hard to see how terms for such abstract entities could be learned—for clearly nothing 

like worldly observation, tracking, or ostension will work here. And how could we possibly 

come to know about such entities, if we can’t get there via an analytic route from other forms of 

talk, and other truths, to truths about numbers, properties, or other abstracta? It is clear how we 

can hope to get an account of how we could learn the relevant forms of language, and come to 

know truths about the relevant kinds of objects, if there are trivial inferences. But those who 

deny that there are the relevant rules owe us an account of both how we could learn the 

terminology, and how we could come to know about the relevant entities.  
  

3. Why would we want a language with such redundancies?  

If we do take seriously the linguistic evidence that it is redundant to say (for example) 

‘The house is red and the house has the property of redness’, a new question arises: Why we 

would have, or want, a language with such redundancies built in?  

To answer these questions, we should turn to work in linguistics. And that will give us 

some new considerations in favor of the view that the trivial inferences are perfectly acceptable. 

More importantly, it will help show why it was misguided to ever expect things like properties, 

meanings, and the like to refer to ‘posits’ that could add ‘explanatory power’ to our theories, 

playing a similar role to posited mice, planets, or microbes.  

So why should we have a language that introduces such capacities for redundancy, by 

permitting trivial inferences like these? An interesting answer to this question has been 

developed in Systemic Functional Linguistics. This approach to the study of language begins 

from the idea that “language has evolved in the service of certain functions” (Halliday 1973, 14). 

As Simon Dik puts it: 

Functional Grammar is based on a functional view of the nature of natural language. A 

view, that is, in which a natural language is first and foremost regarded as an instrument 

of social interaction by means of which human beings can communicate with each 

other… (1980, 1).  
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Systemic Functional Linguistics goes on to ask questions about ways in which the functions of 

language are reflected in “the internal organization of language as a system” (Halliday 1973, 15).  

Many of the terms that are introduced through trivial inferences are instances of what 

Michael Halliday calls ‘grammatical metaphors’. (I should say immediately that I do not want to 

read—or think it’s appropriate to read—what Halliday and others in the Systemic Functional 

Linguistics literature call ‘grammatical metaphors’ as involving merely metaphorical speech, to 

be interpreted in a fictionalist or simulating way.) For grammatical metaphors include 

(nominalized) talk of properties, processes, events, causes, time, possibility, thought, etc.15  

Here is the idea. In early language—both developmentally and evolutionarily (and across 

languages)—we begin with ‘congruent’ meanings: nouns for things, verbs for processes… 

(Halliday 2009, 117). An early subject-verb-object utterance like ‘man clean car’ is congruent. 

Congruent terms are “evolutionarily and developmentally prior” (Halliday 2009, 117). In early 

language development, these more basic ‘congruent’ nouns such as ‘stick’, ‘car’, ‘hole’, and 

‘ball’ are acquired in response to observations of interest in the environment: “In contexts of 

observation, recall, and prediction” (Halliday 1975, 27). Many of these congruent terms seem to 

be something like those Huw Price identifies as ‘e-representational’. That is, they are terms that 

have the job “to co-vary with something else—typically, some external factor or environmental 

condition” (Price 2011, 20). As Michael Halliday puts it, these terms function to contribute to the 

child’s learning about the environment (1975, 27-28).  

But by departing from congruent formulations, grammatical metaphors may be 

introduced, adding to the ‘meaning potential’ of language (Halliday 2009,116).16 “In 

grammatical metaphor, one grammatical class takes over from another” (Halliday 2009, 126)—

so we no longer have congruence (Halliday 2009, 116). “A meaning that was originally 

construed by one kind of wording comes instead to be construed by another”, e.g. when we move 

from saying ‘wash the car’ to speaking of ‘a carwash’ or ‘taking the car in for a wash’ (Halliday 

2009, 117). By way of these grammatical metaphors, “a meaning that was originally construed 

by one type of wording comes instead to be construed by another” (Halliday 2009, 117). So, for 

example, we may shift from speaking of washing the car, to saying we ‘gave the car a good 

clean’, and go on to refer to ‘a carwash’, ‘the cleaning of the car’, and so on.17 With these 

alternative formulations, speakers have options about how they express themselves, and what 

they can go on to do with those forms of expression. For once we have these nominalizations we 

can go on to say, ‘The carwash was a very messy enterprise’ or ‘The cleaning of the car took all 

afternoon’.  

So suppose we begin not by asking apparently metaphysical questions, such as: “Are 

there meanings, properties, causes, time, or kinds?” or “What are meanings, properties, causes, 

time, or kinds?” Instead, suppose we begin by asking: What functions do these nominalized 

forms of language serve? Though it may also sound more ‘learned’ and be used for rhetorical 

effect, the primary motivation for nominalization is “a functional one: by nominalizing we are 

 
15 Though not all grammatical metaphor involves nominalization—it may involve any crossing of categories; for 

example, also from “A, so B” to “A causes B”.  
16 This also seems like a way of making good on the idea that there are optional additional frameworks that can be 

added onto the ‘thing’ language, in Carnap’s terms. 
17 P.F. Strawson seems to be onto a similar point. He talks about how the subject/predicate form is applied in the 

basic case to spatio-temporal particulars, but by ‘imaginative extension’ this logical form is also carried over to 

‘higher levels’, enabling us to make predications of colors, numbers, etc. The basic case is a model for the other 

cases, but “From this fact spring both the delusions of Platonism and the delusions of anti-Platonism. They are 

indeed, but two sides of the same delusion” (1974/2016, 30).  
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able to do things with the text that we cannot do in unnominalized text” (Eggins 2004, 95). 

Everyday grammatical metaphors (which, for example, enable us to shift from saying ‘she 

bathed’ to ‘she took a bath’, or from ‘they danced’ to ‘they did a dance’), enable us to quantify 

and qualify processes. That in turn enables us to say things such as: “she had a relaxing hot bath” 

or  “they did this well-known Romanian folk-dance”… (Halliday 2009, 135).18 Consider how 

much more cumbersome it would be to express the former without grammatical metaphor (“She 

bathed with hot water and found it very relaxing”?). As Suzanne Eggins notes, with nouns, we 

can expand our clauses to do many things that we can’t do with other parts of a clause (like 

verbs), viz: count, specify, describe, classify, qualify (Eggins 2004, 96). We can, for example, go 

on to say that the act after intermission included three folk dances, that the bath was very 

relaxing or the car wash very messy, or that it was the bath (not the shower) which caused the 

downstairs flood. This enables greater lexical density: that is, a greater proportion of content 

carrying words (main verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs) in the text.19 It also (as Thomas 

Hofweber (2005) noted, and Eggins (2004) argues) can help us organize texts rhetorically, 

putting the focus on different parts of information—as we might correct the prior speaker in 

insisting that The number of folk dances after intermission was four.  

But here’s the most interesting part: while everyday language does contain some 

grammatical metaphors (such as those above), grammatical metaphors get much more numerous, 

sophisticated and layered when we enter scientific theory construction and bureaucracy. The 

‘learned’ kind of grammatical metaphor functions similarly in Chinese and in English. And these 

“seem to represent tendencies common to the elaborated discourse of science and technology, 

government and bureaucracy, in all languages” (Halliday 2009, 138). There is historical evidence 

that use of grammatical metaphors explodes with the development of science, technology, and 

bureaucracy. As a result, many such terms play an important role in explanation and theory 

construction—though not as posited explainers. Indeed Halliday emphasizes that the function of 

much grammatical metaphor is to enable theory construction: 

 
It is no exaggeration to say that grammatical metaphor is at the foundation of all 

scientific thought. You cannot construct a theory—that is, a designed theory, as distinct 

from the evolved, commonsense theory incorporated in the grammar of everyday 

discourse—without exploiting the power of the grammar to create new, ‘virtual’ 

phenomena by using metaphoric strategies of this kind (Halliday 2009, 119). 

 
“Such discourse evolved as the language of technology and science” and was “moulded by the 

demands of the physical sciences into its modern form” (Halliday 2009, 125). Such grammatical 

metaphors were also in ancient Greek and Chinese and Sanskrit—indeed Halliday claims that 

“this metaphoric shift from the clausal to the nominal construal of experience seems to be a 

characteristic of scientific discourse in every language” (Halliday 2009, 123n21). Grammatical 

metaphors provide “the cornerstones of a theory, which is a designed semantic subsystem for 

reorganizing experience in a technological environment” (Halliday 2009, 120); “with the 

emergence of experimental science, another major semiotic shift took place, further exploiting 

the stratal potential of language”, e.g. Newton’s Opticks is flush with novel nominalizations, as 

can be seen in passages such as: 

 
18 Halliday also shows that parallel nominalization constructions appear in Chinese to similar effect (Halliday 2009, 

135). 
19 Non-content carrying words include prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliary verbs and pronouns. 
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“For in all whites produced by Nature, there uses to be a mixture of all sorts of Rays, and by 

consequence a composition of all Colours” (156-7, cited in Halliday 2009, 120). 

These nominalizations (‘whites’, ‘mixture’, ‘composition’…) enable the flow of information and 

construction of theories (Halliday 2009, 120)—so that we can identify the mixture of rays of 

various sorts as the cause of whites produced in nature.  

If this is the right account of how such terms enter our language and of the functions they 

serve, we can draw some important conclusions. The first is that we should accept that the 

inferences are trivial—that there is nothing more it takes to have a bath than to bathe; and 

nothing more it takes for these three cardiac patients to share the property of having high blood 

pressure than for Smith, Lopez, Simonov, etc. to each have their blood pressure elevated. The 

alleged reasons against thinking that the inferences are trivial tend to arise from biases inherited 

from a misguided approach to metaphysics—or from being misled by grammatical metaphors.  

The second conclusion is that we can see that the requirement that entities such as properties 

must ‘add explanatory power’ is misguided. As long as we have these terms, introduced to our 

vocabulary by a process of grammatical metaphor, we should (indeed, to be coherent with the 

rules of use for the introduced terms, we must) accept that there are properties, processes, 

events, and the like. To think that, if we are to accept that there are such things, we must think of 

them as contributing explanatory power is to mistake the theoretic role of the relevant terms, as 

well as to misconstrue the rules by which they work. These terms may be serving fundamentally 

different functions than terms for mice or microbes, yet it could nonetheless be a complete 

mistake to try to eliminate them from our theories—as they play other essential roles in our 

ability to theorize and explain.  

Given that we have these terms in our language, and that we are licensed to make inferences 

that introduce them given the built-in nominalizing potential of the language, further questions 

about whether there ‘really are’ such things as properties, meanings, etc. are otiose. Just as easy 

ontology has it.20  

Nonetheless we can also add something deeper than what easy ontology alone gave us. For 

we can add a functional story about why it is useful to have a language with capabilities for such 

redundancy, and what functions are served by adding such nominalized forms of speech.  

 
4. Other roles in explanation 

The idea from systemic functional linguistics, that grammatical metaphors play an important 

role in explanation and theory construction, fits well with ideas that have occasionally been 

voiced in philosophy: that nominalizations of various kinds (including terms for numbers, 

properties, propositions and other abstracta) can figure in and aid in our scientific-explanatory 

theories—though in quite other ways than serving to name observed or unobserved ‘explainers’.  

In coherence with the results of systemic functional linguistics,  several philosophers 

have raised interesting suggestions about useful roles such terms play in explanations, by lending 

expressive power to the language, simplifying our statements of theory or law, enabling us to 

give a unified articulation of what is to be explained, and so on. Laws are involved in 

explanations, and Stephen Yablo (2005) argues that reference to numbers enables us to finitely 

state physical laws that it would otherwise take an infinitely long series of infinitely long 

 
20 Nor is there any ‘algorithm for elimination’ (in the words of Stephen Schiffer) for them—we won’t turn up 

empirical counter-evidence against their existence or some ‘mistake’ in our chain of reference, since the successful 

introduction of such nominalizations does not (like that for congruent nouns introduced observationally) require new 

empirical evidence. 
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sentences to state—thereby simplifying and improving our explanations. Alejandro Perez 

Carballo (2016) argues that mathematics gives us a picture of logical space “rich in structural 

propositions”, which can help us get propositions with “high explanatory value” and systematize 

data and make predictions without getting lost in irrelevant detail (2016, 475). Augustin Rayo 

(2009, 25) argues that learning logical truths is useful because it  increases one’s ability to 

distinguish between intelligible and unintelligible scenarios, and so to use old information in new 

ways. For example, one can move from the information that there are 7 apples and 12 pears to 

the information that there are 19 pieces of fruit (Rayo 2009, 26). This isn’t a matter of acquiring 

new information, but of using old information in new ways, enabling us to answer new questions 

like ‘how many pieces of fruit’? (Rayo 2009, 27). And I have argued elsewhere (2015, 157 n. 23) 

that introducing new noun terms might pragmatically enhance our ability to formulate 

explanations. For example, medical researchers might do better to have a noun term ‘heart 

attack’ to enable them to demand, and perhaps ultimately give (in general terms), an explanation 

of why heart attacks occur, rather than having to put things in terms of explaining why Smith’s 

heart stopped beating and Lopez’s heart stopped beating and… Similarly, while we may not have 

much use for explaining what a red house and a red barn have in common, we might have far 

more use for property talk in explaining what properties all of the relevant cardiac patients had 

in common (was it the property of having high cholesterol, or of having a certain genetic 

mutation, or…?) Using property terms can help us in formulating explanations, as it may (for 

example) enable us to express certain kinds of question, such as, ‘what do those flowers favored 

by hummingbirds have in common?’, or ‘what is it that humans can see but rabbits cannot?’ 

Similarly, as Sally Haslanger’s (2012) work suggests, some important questions (why is it that 

African Americans have a higher rate of police stops?) cannot even be formulated as demands 

for explanation without having something like race terms in our vocabulary.  

In short, we need not deny that reference to entities like properties, events, numbers and 

propositions may figure in and play important roles in enabling and enhancing, and simplifying 

our explanations. But this emphatically does not mean that they are ‘posited’ as metaphysical 

‘explainers’ in the way that mice or microbes are—they do not (to use terminology from Stathis 

Psillos (1999, 110)) ‘fuel’ the explanatory success of the theories they figure in.21 How can we 

distinguish what entities fuel a theory’s explanatory success? Katherine Hawley offers a helpful 

criterion:  

“If a claim H is to be involved in generating a prediction in a way that entitles it to share 

in the confirmation which successful prediction brings [and so to ‘fuel’ its success]… H 

must satisfy two conditions with respect to the generation of the prediction. First, it must 

be the case that the theory minus H cannot generate the prediction alone. Second, it must 

also be the case that there is no available, sensible alternative to H which could have done 

the work just as well” (2006).  

Along these lines, we might add, if an entity ‘posited’ is to ‘fuel’ a theory’s explanation, (rather 

than just to figure in it) it must be the case that the theory minus the posit could not generate the 

explanation alone. I have argued elsewhere (2019) that typical entities contested in metaphysical 

debates, such as meanings, properties, and numbers, do not pass this test, and so cannot be 

thought to ‘fuel’ a ‘theory’s’ success (even though the relevant terms may usefully figure in our 

theories).  

 
21 For more on the distinction between figuring in and fueling explanations, and arguments that numbers, properties, 

and the like do not fuel relevant explanations, see my (2019).  
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Now you might say: if reference to such entities can do good explanatory work, 

introducing new kinds of explanation, improving or simplifying old, then whether or not they 

‘fuel’ the explanation, shouldn’t we posit them? Well, (though I don’t favor the term ‘posit’ in 

such contexts) in a sense yes, we should accept that there are such things. But the argument will 

be via a different route, and won’t involve anything like ‘positing’ explainers.  

 We should begin by noticing an important point central to systemic functional 

linguistics, but often overlooked by serious metaphysicians. That is: our terms may serve 

different functions. It is an idea clearly visible in work by Wittgenstein, Ryle, and Sellars, and 

more recently in work in the neo-Pragmatist tradition by people like Huw Price, Michael 

Williams, and Robert Brandom.22 Huw Price has introduced a distinction between terms that 

serve an e[xternal]-representational function (those whose job “is to co-vary with something 

else—typically, some external factor, or environmental condition” (2011, 20)) and those that are 

merely i-representations (in the sense that they have a certain inferential role). I suspect that we 

should subdivide these categories significantly further.23  In the case of e-representations: there 

are some terms, observationally introduced, whose job is to co-vary with some external factor or 

environmental condition (perhaps: ‘wolf’, ‘river’), and others that are theoretically introduced to 

refer to theoretic entities that would fuel an explanation of our observations (perhaps: ‘electron’, 

‘black hole’).  

The point here is that many of those terms that refer (if at all) to entities contested in 

specifically ontological debates appear to serve functions other than tracking entities or fueling 

explanations. Perhaps nominative number terms function to enable us to state laws in finite form 

that couldn’t be otherwise stated, and/or to systematize data in ways that enable us to see patterns 

and get explanations we wouldn’t otherwise get. Perhaps talk of properties or events enables us 

(inter alia) to state in briefer and more unified terms what it is that needs explaining, or to unify 

and/or simplify the explanations given. I don’t want to commit to any specific functional theses 

here—I would prefer to leave that to the experts on these areas of discourse. I aim only to point 

to the idea that alternative functional stories come naturally once we see these terms not as 

aiming to refer to entities that would fuel our explanations, but as terms that nonetheless may 

figure usefully in them.  

A common response at this stage is to insist that my opponents, too, could accept that 

certain terms may (also) play these roles in explanation or elsewhere. There, is, it is true, nothing 

to stop them from accepting these assessments. But if (in acknowledging these other roles) they 

accept that the role of the relevant terms is not to refer to a posited entity to fuel explanations, 

then why should ability to contribute explanatory power be a relevant criterion for accepting the 

entities? Alternative functional stories should be equally plausible for everyone, but the point 

here is that they undermine the across-the-board use of an explanatory power criterion, and 

undermine the explanatory view of the project of metaphysics.  

 

5. Roles outside of explanation 

 This brings us to a further question: should metaphysics explain? The project of ontology 

has often been presented as a matter of determining what entities we should or must ‘posit’ as 

part of a best total explanatory theory, and it has become common to treat whether or not the 

alleged entities add explanatory power to our theories as a central criterion in determining 

 
22 The idea also plays a key role in expressivist work on moral discourse, for example by Simon Blackburn (1993) 

and Allan Gibbard (1990).  
23 And I suspect that Price would be open to this further ramification of functional pluralism.  
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whether to accept them. But we can now see why it is misguided to take ability to fuel scientific 

explanations as a criterion for accepting whether or not certain entities (properties, meanings, 

etc.) exist.  

As (I hope) has become clear from the discussion so far, those who take contribution of 

explanatory power to be an important criterion for whether or not we accept that there are entities 

of any kind fail to acknowledge an important point: that there may be different functional roles 

for different forms of language, and different activities we engage in when using language. When 

we are theorizing, we may sometimes introduce terms to track things we observe, and we may 

sometimes introduce terms for (at least as yet) unobserved entities that are ‘posited’ to explain 

various observed phenomena. But we are not always doing that.  

If the proper role of terms for properties is not to fuel explanations, but rather to enable us 

(for example) to even simply ask questions about what various patients had in common, then the 

failure of ‘posited’ properties to ‘fuel our explanations’ should be no mark against introducing 

and making full use of property vocabulary. If the functional role of nominative number terms 

includes enabling us to simplify our statements of laws or to structure logical space in a way that 

is epistemically useful (Perez Carballo 2016, 461), then the fact that numbers don’t themselves 

serve as causal explainers is no knock against them. On this view, in short, where Quine (and 

many who followed him) went wrong is not in denying that such entities can be explainers 

(carefully stated, there is a sense in which this is exactly right). Instead, we go astray if we 

assume that contribution of explanatory power is a relevant criterion for accepting forms of 

language that enable us to quantify over meanings, properties or numbers. 

In fact, we are not always theorizing at all. Consider debates about whether there are 

chances, moral properties, and natural properties. Such debates often have centered around 

questions about whether such entities could explain why our credences should be guided in 

certain ways, why we should act in certain ways, or why we should theorize in certain terms (see 

Sider 2011). But there are familiar problems with these attempted ‘explanations’. Shamik 

Dasgupta (2018) argues that, even if we accept such metaphysical posits, they can’t do the work 

of explaining why our credences, theorizing, or actions should be guided by them. As he puts it 

(roughly): posit whatever whatnots you like, they can’t explain why we ought to believe, 

theorize, or act this way. This is what Dasgupta calls the ‘problem of missing value’. As 

Dasgupta nicely emphasizes, the problem of missing value arises in questions about why moral 

facts should be action-guiding, why chances should be credence-guiding, and (the case he newly 

presses) why natural facts or properties should guide our theorizing. In each case, the 

metaphysician ‘posits’ some feature of the world that is supposed to have normative import: for 

how we should act, believe, or theorize. In each case, the problem of missing value arises with 

the demand to explain why our action, beliefs, or theorizing should be guided by this worldly 

feature (Dasgupta 2018, 287). And in each case, there seems to be no adequate explanation 

available, since the entities ‘posited’ are (in Dasgupta’s words) ‘normatively inert’ (2018, 289). 

Here again, the metaphysical ‘posit’ seems unable to explain why we should act, believe, or 

theorize in certain ways. And here again, we might be able to see why we can’t get genuine 

explanation, if we take talk of moral facts and properties (say) to arise from hypostatizations that 

take us from, for example, from “You shouldn’t kill”24 to “Killing has the property of being 

morally wrong” and “It is a moral fact that killing is wrong”. The latter forms of expression may 

provide useful alternatives that enable us to do new things with moral language (enabling us to 

 
24 Plausibly, this inference is only valid when the first (“You shouldn’t kill”) is uttered as a categorical imperative, 

not a mere recommendation or imperative of prudence.  
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say, for example, that killing is more wrong than theft; or to generalize in saying that those who 

do things that are morally wrong should be punished). But such hypostatized claims cannot 

explain the original ‘should’ claims from which they are derived.  

 The problem of missing value gives us good reason to deny that ‘positing’ such things 

can ‘explain’ our norms. Does that mean that we shouldn’t accept that there are moral properties, 

chances, or natural properties? I think that’s a good conclusion to draw only if these terms have 

the function of referring to entities that may serve as explainers. 

But we have good reason to deny this. I have argued above that many nominalized terms, 

introduced as ‘grammatical metaphors’, may play useful roles in explanation and theory 

construction, even when they do not function to refer to posited ‘explainers’. But now we can go 

beyond this, for attending to moral discourse makes it clear that the functions of an area of 

discourse needn’t have anything to do with explaining at all. For it is plausible that moral 

discourse fundamentally serves a normative function, acting as a kind of “chaperone for human 

behavior” (Warren 2015) or providing a kind of “social glue, bonding individuals together in a 

shared justificatory structure and providing a tool for solving many group coordination 

problems” (Joyce 2006, 117). Introducing nominalized moral terminology serves important 

functions towards these ends: enabling us to compare moral requirements, to demand and give 

justification for various requirements, to reason about what the requirements are, to 

comparatively evaluate the strengths of competing reasons for action, and so on.25  

As a result, even though adding reference to moral properties doesn’t add explanatory 

power to a theory, the move to say ‘such entities wouldn’t add explanatory power’ so ‘we 

shouldn’t say there are such things’ is a complete wrong turn, a non sequitur. If I am right that 

such terms were never supposed to function to refer to explainers, then the failure of their 

(alleged) referents to explain is no knock against them. We should reject the explanatory power 

criterion, not the entities.26  

 

6. Rethinking the project--and the question--of ontology 

We should also reject the view that the project of ontology is to determine which entities we 

must ‘posit’ as part of a best total explanatory theory. Whether we formulate this as a demand 

that, to accept the existence of Ps, Ps themselves must fuel our explanations, or as the looser 

demand that we should accept the existence of Ps only if we must quantify over them in our best 

explanatory theories, the demand can only look suitable if we are blind to the other roles terms 

serve in explanation (for the first formulation), and (for the second) if we are blind to the other 

things we do with language other than to formulate explanatory theories. Perhaps we should even 

give up using quasi-scientific terminology to characterize what we’re doing, and give up talking 

in terms of metaphysical ‘theories’ and ‘posits’.27 Some readers may have noticed my use of 

scare quotes whenever I have used the term ‘posit’ above. I am now in a position to articulate the 

 
25 For further development of these ideas, see Warren and Thomasson (forthcoming) “What do quietists have to be 

quiet about?”.  
26 Another consequence that’s interesting and important from my point of view is this: I have argued elsewhere 

(2015, 156ff) that the ‘easy approach to ontology’ can get us a form of ‘simple realism’ about many kinds of 

entity—saying that there are numbers, properties, events, modal facts, etc. in the only sense that has sense. What it 

can’t get us is a form of explanatory realism that would take these entities to explain certain observations, or to 

‘explain what makes the relevant discourse true’. But now we can see that this is no loss—that the tendency to think 

such explanations should be forthcoming is the product of an unreflective assumption that the function of all forms 

of discourse is explanatory. 
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reason for distancing myself in this way.28 To treat entities such as properties, meanings, 

numbers and other entities contested in metaphysics as ‘posits’ of certain metaphysical ‘theories’ 

is to suggest that the existence of these entities is something like an empirical hypothesis, to be 

confirmed or disconfirmed by further evidence. Some people are undoubtedly attracted to this—

perhaps in hopes that it will lend metaphysics the respectability of the sciences. But it leads us 

down the wrong path, encourages us to ask the wrong questions (“what facts can these entities 

enable us to explain?”), and to employ inappropriate standards in answering questions about 

what there is (insisting that entities we accept should contribute explanatory power to our 

‘theories’). The misleading terminology is symptomatic of the underlying problems that come 

from assuming that metaphysical views should be like scientific theories. 

If the above is correct, we also need to rethink the idea that addressing the question ‘What is 

there?’ provides an interesting and deep question to be addressed by ontology.29 For if there are 

easy inferences to existence claims, then ‘What is there?’ is not a deep or interesting question for 

ontology to pursue. Instead, many of the contested questions (“are there properties/ numbers/ 

facts…”) can be answered via trivial inferences from uncontroversial truths; and many of the 

remaining, more difficult existence questions (“are there weapons of mass destruction in Iraq?”, 

“are there cases of COVID-19 in my county?” “are there social octopuses?” “is there life on 

other planets?”) are best addressed by journalists, scientists, or detectives—not by ontologists.   

If we persist in addressing questions about the existence of properties, numbers, and the like, 

then the route to answering them will take a different path: If adding such terms to our 

vocabulary enables us to fulfill an important function (whether in figuring in explanations, in 

communicating, justifying, or renegotiating norms, or…)30—then we have at least prima facie 

reason to add (or retain) these terms in our vocabulary. And once we do so (if we just add these 

terms as conservative extensions, and in ways that entitle us to make trivial inferences to the 

existence of the relevant entities), we can often get ‘easy’ arguments that such things exist.31  

The underlying trouble with thinking of metaphysics on a scientific model may be seen as 

the following. Metaphysics has traditionally been concerned with all kinds of topics in life—or, 

put in the linguistic mode—all kinds of areas of discourse. So it enquires about moral properties, 

modal facts, objects and properties, persons and actions, causes and events, mental states, and 

(increasingly) interesting social phenomena such as genders, races, classes and the like.  

In adopting a quasi-scientific epistemology, serious metaphysics subjects ontological 

questions to the standards suitable for scientific theories. This is a mistake. Science may aim to 

causally explain and predict. But not all discourse does, and subjecting all discourse to the same 

standards is a bit like evaluating all artifacts—from knives to salad bowls to hairdryers—

 
28 I have similar reservations about speaking of metaphysical ‘explanations’. Even if this is defined in some way that 

makes it quite different from the causal explanations of the sciences, the terminology may encourage an 

inappropriate model of what metaphysics can do.  
29 Of course, Quine himself would have denied that there is work here for a distinctive discipline of ontology to do—

though it has been common for metaphysicians since Quine to think of their task in this way.  
30 Note that this shouldn’t be read as an ‘if and only if’. In line with the tenets of easy ontology, I accept that there 

may be valid trivial inferences that entail the existence of entities of certain kinds, regardless of whether or not the 

relevant terms serve an important function. It is simply that the case against eliminativism will be easier to make 

where we can see that the terms clearly do fulfill a useful function. (Thanks to Joshua Gert for suggesting that I note 

this point.) 
31 For a formal statement of the conditions that must be met to ensure that trivial inferences are acceptable (in 

response to ‘bad company’ problems), see Chapter 8 of my (2015). This is of course not to say that introducing such 

vocabulary brings the relevant things into existence. See my (2015, Chapter 6).  
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according to how well they cut steak. Even within science, as we have seen, terms may fulfill 

many different functions—not just serving to quantify over entities that are meant to fuel our 

explanations. Beyond science we have a far wider range of functions our language serves to 

fulfill—whether in regulating our conduct, conveying rules of use for our terms, assigning praise 

and blame, guiding our methods of reasoning, etc.  

If metaphysics is to address all these topics, then we need to begin by assessing how each 

of these forms of discourse works, and what functions it serves—not just forcing them all into a 

quasi-scientific mold, and assessing them by criteria suitable for a scientific explanatory theory.32  

Many of the entities at issue in metaphysical debates do not add (or aim to add) 

‘explanatory power’ that ‘fuels’ a theory’s explanation. And appeals to metaphysical whatnots 

typically can’t explain why we ought to do anything either. But that is not a knock against the 

view that there are such things—it’s a knock against a scientistic conception of ontology that 

thinks of the project of ontology as ‘positing’ entities to fuel our explanations.33 

If the above is correct, then we should give up thinking that ‘what is there?’ provides a 

deep and interesting question for a discipline called ‘ontology’ to answer. We can of course 

continue to ask and answer existence questions. Questions about what exists may be perfectly 

legitimate, but the philosopher’s existence questions can often be answered by trivial inferences, 

and everyday existence questions (about the existence of weapons of mass destruction, distant 

planets, or nearby microbes) are to be answered by journalists or scientists—not by practitioners 

of some distinctive discipline of ‘ontology’. Nor should we think that the project for ontology is 

to determine which entities to ‘posit’ as part of some explanatory enterprise. Perhaps we should, 

as Carnap suggested, even give up the word ‘ontology’, as likely to mislead us into thinking 

there is such a distinctive task, or worthwhile project. 

But what of other candidate projects for ontology? Those will have to be evaluated 

separately. Nonetheless, the above considerations should lead to us to approach some prominent 

suggestions with caution. For example, a popular alternative is to think (with Armstrong (2004) 

or Cameron (2010)) that the project of ontology is not to determine what exists, but to determine 

what the ultimate truthmakers are for our claims, or to determine ‘what makes what true’. But 

this project again seems in danger of assuming that all indicative statements have the function of 

tracking certain features of the world34—such that the relevant statements are defective if there 

fails to be some feature of the world that can explain what makes them true. But as we have seen, 

many of the philosophically contested areas of vocabulary (concerning properties, numbers, 

propositions, modality, morality etc.) are precisely areas of vocabulary that apparently serve 

entirely different functions—in which case the insistence that we should ‘search for their 

truthmakers’ may lead us astray. This, of course, is just to provide preliminary words of 

caution—a fuller examination of such projects would have to be undertaken elsewhere.35 

 

 
32 How can we distinguish different functions, or justify claims that a certain piece of discourse has a certain 

function? For that we can seek help from Systemic Functional Linguistics. 
33 As Price puts it, “this kind of functional pluralism challenges a kind of mono-functional conception of language 

that seems implicit in Quine’s own view—for Quine, the significant task of the statement-making part of language is 

that of recording the conclusions of an activity that is ultimately continuous with natural science” (2011, 13). 
34 That is, roughly, that they serve as e-representations in something like Price’s sense (2011, 20) of representations 

that have as their job to “co-vary with something else—typically some external factor, or environmental condition” 

(2011, 20). 
35 See my (forthcoming) for some further discussion of the truthmaker project. 
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What should we do instead? We should begin by aiming to understand how the various 

areas of human discourse we are interested in work. What are the functions of the relevant 

terms? How do they work—what rules do they follow? Should we keep them in our vocabulary, 

revise them, or replace them? As I have argued elsewhere (2015), once we accept the terms and 

understand how they work, we can typically answer the existence questions easily and 

affirmatively—often just by undertaking trivial inferences. As I have suggested, we can look to 

linguistics, especially Systemic Functional Linguistics, for help in figuring out the functions of 

and rules followed by various forms of discourse—and this is broadly empirical work. But that is 

not to say that we should think of ontology as a quasi-scientific project of determining which 

entities to posit as part of the best total explanatory theory. On the contrary, the empirical work 

in linguistics may help reveal why such an ontological project is misguided, relying on 

misunderstandings about the functions of the relevant forms of discourse. 

But that is not the only work that remains to be done. The most interesting work, in my 

view, which metaphysics often has done and certainly can do, lies not in answering existence 

questions, but rather in conceptual research and development. That may involve, in part, 

interesting descriptive linguistic/conceptual questions about the functions and workings of 

individual terms, or about their interrelations as part of a more total linguistic and conceptual 

scheme. We might, for example, (continue to) ask: What are the relations between our concepts 

of freedom, responsibility, and morality? Are there a few basic conceptual categories we must 

have in order to cognize an ‘external world’ at all? And it may involve interesting and difficult 

normative conceptual and linguistic questions, about what terms and concepts we should employ 

for various purposes, and how we should employ them (should we make use of race concepts at 

all? Should we think of freedom in compatibilist terms, and if so which? How should we 

conceive of art and its relation to society, intention, and beauty?)…  Our philosophical work may 

also involve still deeper questions about what purposes we should pursue. We cannot hope to 

answer such normative questions merely by empirical inquiry. These will be questions for 

conceptual engineering and conceptual ethics, not for ‘ontology’ as it is usually conceived. But  

they are questions we might far more fruitfully pursue than the traditional ‘question of 

ontology’.36  
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